
               Special instructions  to export Eelectric stun guns, 
          pepper sprays and  handcuffs out of European Union: 
  

1.) Concerning your requirements for our security products, we must make clear some information, 
which you probably do not know. 
Since August 1, 2006, the EU Regulation No.1236/2005 came into force, and it describes exact 
procedure of trading in goods, which could be used for capital punishment, torture or other cruel, 
inhuman treatment and punishments. Unfortunately, that document is binding for us as a rule of law, 
which we must respect and therefore it can effect our business relations. 
From the Regulation a.m. ensues that electric stun guns, pepper sprays and 
handcuffs are included within the category Torture Equipment. According to the 
Regulation since August 1 2006, special procedure applies to such products 
regarding permission to export to countries which are not members of EU, so 
we must apply our authorities for a special License Permission for export to 
your country. 
The document mentioned above is not touching directly you, but only we are obliged to respect it. 
 
Besides other, we must attach also two documents to our application for License Permission and 
these two documents must be elaborated, filled in and signed by nobody else but you. We need 
you to send these 2 documents to us by courier service!!! Our authorities do not 
accept the documents delivered by FAX or by email !!! 

 
   1. document is your exact order, which must be placed on your companyś paper 
(with headline of your comapany). Such order must include all the contacting data on 
your company, all registration numbers of your company, signature and stamp. 
We also recommend to put into this first basic order what quantity your company intend to purchase till 
the end of 2017. So this way we would not have to apply again for new permission during the year. 
 
   2. document is the form attached hereto. It is necessary to fill in, sign and 
together with the order send it to our address by courier. I would like to ask you NOT 
TO MENTION in the form that police or military forces will be final users - it is not really 
convenient to obtain the permission !!! 

 
  
2.) We would like to inform you that we accept only bank transfer payments (bank transfer 
as T/T - telegrafic transfer) immediately after issue License Permit in our country for your 
company. We do not accept payments by credit cards. The transportation to USA is 
ensured by our AIR forwarder. So surely you can understand that due to air transport and 
need of License Permission for export, small quantities in order are very inconvenient (for 
example 5 or 10 units)!!!!! To get the License Permission in our country takes about one 
month. During this time and after receipt of your payment according to our proforma 
invoice, we are able to prepare the goods, which you should receive within 3-4 weeks. 
From mentioned reasons we can say, that: 
- delivery time for FIRST delivery is immediately after issue License Permit, probably 30 
days 
- next deliveries (for small quantity - 20-50 units) are immediately after your payment, as 
confirmation we will send AWB (Air Way Bill) 
- time for AIR transport is probably 2-4 days  
 
  
3.) Prices of products do not include transport costs, because it differs (by air, sea) and it 
also depends on weight of the goods.  Prices are usually according to the delivery term 
"CIP" or INCOTERMS -2010, but it can be different, according to the clinet's wish. 
Concerning the payment conditions, we accept T/T (telegraph transfer in advance) with 
discount 3% or L/C without discount. Almost all of our importers choose T/T variant. 



Concerning big volume order (100 pcs and more, we ask for 50% payment in advance at 
ordering and 50% immediately after customs clearance. After confirmation of order we 
make a Proforma Invoice with prearranged trade conditions and terms.  
 
Attached FORM „END-USE DECLARATION“ for filling (as address for "Czech exporter" 
you must fill as is mentioned below)!!! FORM mus fille only directly importer!!! 
 
 
 
4.) Customs heading: 93040000 - it is importer's responsibility to carry out all the 
necessary permits for importing the products. We do not provide with samples for free. 
Basic price is paid for samples. In case a sample will be sent back within 6 months, 
payment will be returned OR invoice for your first business order will be reducted by the 
amount for sample. Also for sample we need license permit!!!  
 
For all our products we give 2 years guarantee (warranty) since delivered. We exchange 
defective products "piece for piece"  or possibly we supply few pieces more if agreed, so 
the importer can react immediately in case of need.  
 
 
 
OTHER NOTICE:  
 
1. Validity of issued License Permit is always till end Jahre (now December 31, 
2017). Afterwards is necessary all repeat (whole process) - also for new Jahr 2018!!! 

 
2. For Police Forces, or for Security Forces (agencies) we recommend from stun guns 

only typ "POWER-MAX" or "SCORPY-MAX". Typ "SCORPY-200" is mainly for 
private individuals - for example womenfolk preffer from our stun guns mainly typ 
"SCORPY-200" (YELLOW version) or "POWER-MAX"!!! 
 

3. All products, which include pepper spray (SCORPY-200, SCORPY-MAX, reserve 
individual refills for SCORPY, etc.) are for transport considered as "Dangerous 
goods", because pepper spray in this products is under pressure. From this reason 
we recommend for first consignment only "POWER-MAX"!!! - it is without pepper 
spray refill. 
 

4. Other our products - expandable batons, tonfas etc. are without problems with 
License Permit. 

 
 
 
ADDRESS for consignment by post, or by courier (and also for filling in the FORM 
„END-USE DECLARATION“): 
  
                  EXIM - CONSULTING 
                  Ing. Vestislav Krenek 
                  Vojtechova 113, 
                  344 01 DOMAZLICE 
                  CZECH REPUBLIC 
 
 
 


